See Mort Meehan's report on Page 9 for details. DXers will mourn the loss of this great pioneer, and creator of the world-renowned Scott Radio.

**LIKES OUR NEW FEATURE**

"The verie' signers' list is a great addition to the bulletin. I'm keeping all of them handy for quick reference." - Bill Prater, Grimsley, Tennessee.

### DX CALENDAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kg/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 18</td>
<td>WHAY</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>New Haven, Connecticut</td>
<td></td>
<td>N &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 26</td>
<td>KPSST</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>Preston, Idaho</td>
<td></td>
<td>N &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 3</td>
<td>CHAT</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>Medicine Hat, Alberta</td>
<td></td>
<td>N &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 9</td>
<td>KSE*O</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>Durant, Oklahoma</td>
<td></td>
<td>T &amp; E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 10</td>
<td>WAC*CB</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>Kittanning, Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td>N &amp; R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WAC*CB</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>Kittanning, Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td>N &amp; R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(for the benefit of West Coast and New Zealand members)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Kg/s</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 16</td>
<td>WEL*O</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>Welch, West Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>T &amp; E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 19</td>
<td>KUE*E</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>Ephrata, Washington</td>
<td></td>
<td>T &amp; E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 20</td>
<td>KFR*O</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>Longview, Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td>T &amp; E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 30</td>
<td>WHLM</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td>T &amp; E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 7</td>
<td>KSR*O</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>Santa Rosa, California</td>
<td></td>
<td>T &amp; E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All programs count in our NEC Special DX Contest, except WHAY, on which we had no notification. Try to report all programs, or else send a thank-you card or letter.

**KPSST - PRESTON, IDAHO**

This station was not able to take the air on its scheduled DX program listed for Nov. 5, so they are re-scheduling for this date, again with insufficient time to get the information to you via "DX News." We understand that again, special N & R Tip Cards were sent out about this program, and we hope you all heard them. They had transmitter trouble the first time, and thus were forced to fore-go the DX show they had been ready to put on the air for us. This should be a better time since there are so many western f/c's on the first Monday on 1340. Arranged by Don Kaskey.

**CHAT - MEDICINE HAT, ALBERTA, CANADA**

Our first Canadian program of the season! And it is a station many of us need, and the channel should be free of all others, also 1260's all-nighters are silent too to help out. The program will be musical and informative, with interesting items about Medicine Hat and Western Canada interspersed between the selections. Station breaks will be made after every number, and before, and phonetic identity will be given from time to time. This will be exclusively an engineer's show, with all four of CHAT's operators working on this DX! One will be at the transmitter, two will be at the mike (who have had experience with mikes as hams) and a friend of DXers for all the years since the inception of CHAT, Mr. Ian Carson, Chief Engineer, will act as control operator. They hope to reach New Zealand, and have received one report from there. So let's all be tuning for CHAT, 1:00-2:00 AM MST (3:00-4:00 AM EST) December 3rd, and add this friendly station to our logs. Arranged by Sid Rosenbaum.

**WACB - WACB**

No, that's not an error up there - two listings for WACB! Joe Pelletier has decided to go through with the 2-hour Sunday DX with Convention Interviews by Bob Gorsich, but so that New Zealand and western members can have a chance to hear WACB with KHON off, we is putting on a second and completely separate musical DX the following morning!
The following is the standing of the DX Contest as of 11/12/51 but since so few knew of the intention to publish standings at this time it isn't much of an indication.

The December standing should show the first early trend in how things are going. Have your lists to me before Dec. 9 for inclusion next month. Although I'm not an official entrant, am going to play along with the rest of you and list my score too.

1 - Len Kruse, Dubuque, Iowa KSTT KSWI KSCR KWCL KFEQ WNAS WMIL - 7 points.
2 - Pat Reilley, Jamestown, ND KAKO - 1 point.
3 - Bob Gorsuch, KLIC - 1 point.

Address standings to: Robert Gorsuch - 2609 "D" Avenue N.E. - Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Wove bar. 24, 1951
Musings of the members

Charlie Conley, 338 Market Street, Lomove, Pennsylvania

Fuh is fun, and I'll go along with a go, but when you think I may have been responsible for that bit of doggerel included in Blackbeard's annual report, you're laying yourself wide open for libel, mate. I'm just "libel" whup youse up some real stuff. You coulda known it was Seth's for doesn't he mean about no beer being sold? Another thing, what is this "Goo-Time" etc., he sez about me? Good thing the Missus doesn't read these bulletins, or I'd have some pointed questions to answer, hi! Before getting down to business, # I'm really concerned over the information my fellow Graphic Artor, Electric Press Cooper dishes up about poor, OLD Sully. If the new DA has caught up with him and his penny ants, and given him his just deserts, we should begin a collection for "Smokes for Sully" and all chip in and buy him a cigarette. Now to be serious. Something very unusual has happened this past week. I received eleven verities, and the bulletin arrived Sat., 11/17 instead of Monday. Verities consist of EMOD on f/up of last December's report, thanks to Lefty's v/s column, CKLB and WANT on DXes; v/s Benjamin A. Franklin, OE, who used to be with old WEHI, WACB, WACW WRBM WRX* WRRA WSPD*. All were letters except WSPD. Those marked * were for one announcement reports, and CJOT's was back in 5 days! Verily, I'm afraid this can't keep up! The big mistake I've made recently was that I didn't do like a certain fellow traveller I know must have done, namely surreptitiously log stations while supposedly jotting down interesting facts about the beautiful country he was seeing for the first time. Only way I can see how WNWCC was heard in Brooklyn! Reports were few last week. WLOS on regular program, AM, 11/11, WRGC on f/c AM of 12th. That was when I caught CJOT's s/off. Picked up the Scott Friday. Had a short in the IF circuit, whatever that is, and needed a new 1629 tuning indicator tube. (1629? Sounds kinda old to me -Ed.) The AM of the 17th I copied a station on 1420 from 1:36 to 2:02:30 when they left the air without identifying. During the time I heard them they played several records, including Dorsey's "Boogie Woogie" several times, and gave time at 1:40, mentioning telephone requests, but at no time during my listening identified themselves. Anyone know who it may have been? (WVOT often repeats selections on its frequent tests -Ed.) This AM, 11/18, logged HICZ on 710 intermittantly from 7:05 to 7:58, CBP on 1230 on NNNR DX, very badly QRM'd. Had fine signal here but broken most of the time. CKB, Barrie, came on just before CBP's sign off, calling DXers. Have them from last year, and, as I recall had to f/up for a verie. Then a couple of pushovers I've never logged, WPB, 570, and WIND, 570. A foreigner of some brand other than Latin from 4:31 to 4:43 on 690. Lost before able to catch any identification. Weak signal and bothered with WNNS's s/off. Then, as an excuse to drop Don Kerr a thank-you note for the KGAL DX (which I forgot!) I logged them for the first time. Copied WLOX intermittantly through the 1490 hash from 5:20 to 5:59. From several remarks he made, he sounded as though he was in New Orleans. How come, I wonder? The final, after trying to catch an identification without any success on the woman who reads Scripture in back of WLOS on 1380, I copied 15 minutes of WREW, 1480, putting an excellent signal in here. There were many more on with 6 AM's! ones that I could use, but I finally became too sleepy to keep at it, so hit the sack. Glad to see that M/Sgt. Fred Anderson is back with us again. Thassall for now.

Barry Foote - 273 North Avenue, Westport, Ct.

Nature threw a monkey wrench into the weather conditions last week, 11/3. We got a taste of all four seasons in 24 hours. In the morning we got winds up to 61 MPH and a freak temperature of 70°. It also rained cats and dogs to boot. By four in the afternoon the temperature had dropped to freezing and it began to snow. Some places in New England really got a lot, too. As a result of all this, many stations were off the air and so DX was good. WHIM in Providence was off providing a clear channel on 1110. At 8:30 AM WNAR, 1110, was heard with an S-9 for a new one. He had a little QRM from WBT. Other stations I noticed off were WVOA and WCAP. The 980 channel had nothing new to offer but the 1500 one had WJHO, a rare one here with an S-2. By noon all stations were back & conditions slowly returned to normal. Doggone it I missed the WANT WOLS DXes. Didn't feel well that night & slept right through. On 11/5 I looked for KPST but no luck. Caught KEBS f/c at 3:31 for a new one. 11/12, WCDT heard swell here. A 20 db over 39, WACB on f/c first 15 min, bothering WCDT a bit with TT. Then someone on abt, 3:50 had no luck in knocking our DX out. Looks like 1490 is shot. WQRS with WQRS. Is he silent at any period? WPDQ hrd here too. No luck on Argentines. Didn't listen hard. I hear that Spanisher on 1350 it's QST. Winder is it is XEQ?? Very slow, 2 this week, WOKE KSTL. Anybody watch Skelton Sun. FMs? Good show. 73's, best DX.
Pat Beilley - 11 Irvine Place - Jamestown, New York
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"D X - N I W S"

Only vere back is WANT, the only new one this week. I've rescheduled 11/13 - 1310 had TT at 3:11 no voice heard. WKY, 930, carrier and voice, 3:22 to after 4. Heard 3 announcements of KGAL through WKY and WPAT back on at 4. 720 had tone on behind WGN at 4:03. KFTR at 4:05 on 550, is it another all-nighter? WDNC, 620, f/c at 4:09, 940 had unknown music and tone, 4:12 to 4:26 with no voice heard. WBOC, 960, test at 4:29-4:40. WSJW, 970, had a Spanish station on top most all AM when WEBR wasn't over-riding. 11/14 - 28° yesterday, 56° today, even weather against DXers. 17PFB, 910, test at 3:16, WXXX, 930, 3:18. KSSIL, 1360, 3:39 and off at 4:03. 1420 had tone, 4:10-4:28, voice heard. 11/15 - No DX, 510 and noisy, so to bed. 11/13 - Noisy, 560 and rain-snow falling. 1350, unknown 3:12-3:20, no voice. 1370, 3:21-3:32, carrier and TT, no voice. 900, 3:32-3:50, no voice and I quit. WANT checks with Button Monitoring Service of Catonsville, Md. This is a new monitor I've never heard of before. (They took over from the Wash. Institute, or whatever it was called - Ed.) 11/17 - Noisy, 730 had unknown TT and carrier on, 3:02-3:35, no voice yet when I quit. WGN was off air. WOK, 690, test at 3:46. 1230 had unkonwn on and off 3:47 to after 4 but no voice. WOK, 690, test, 4:10 to 4:27 when I quit, will try second report, have tried before, even a follow-up prepared card, but no soap. 11/18 - CKBW on a DX, 1350, 3:39 to 4:01 for new one, not in DX listing. WBB, 570, religious program, 4:24, WPAX, 1240, offering 10 pounds of pecans for farthest report at 4:35, snowing bad and noisy. 11/19 - WEBW, 1340, 2:53 to 3:30 f/c. WWGC, 1340, f/c 3:00-3:15. WVOK, 690, off at 3:10 and then KSVC came in on f/c for Long Beach, Cal. until 3:15 for a new one and I've chased this one for a long time. WHAN, 1340, f/c 3:15 to 3:26 s/off. WTUX on their DX, but an old one for me. No KNOC heard at all, sounded like a noisy carrier on 1340 all Am. KOBE and WPAM on 1450, 4:415 with f/c. No KOMP heard through WPWB on 1450, 4:14 to 4:40 quitting time, a KH-R in Cal. on music but not too noisy for call to be copied here. Have about a foot of snow up in this veeiesless town and still falling. What makes me mad is this - on my Saturday and Sunday nights off, I have no new ones to report to, when I work, I hear the new ones and find it hard to write out reports because of shortage of time here.

David Dary - 122 North Eighth, Manhattan, Kansas

DX here is really improving along with verification cards which are really coming in. Of course if you were starting like myself on the EBC you also would no doubt be getting a lot of verees. To date have Hawaii, KPOA & KULA verified, Cuba, CMOC-CMBL, U.S. - some of my best heard are KPET-250 watts, 590 kc/s, on regular broadcast, KUSD 1000 watts, 690 kc/s on regular, KWSF, 1000 watts, 1260 kc/s on regular. Also have logged a few good 250-watt ones in California but as of yet they have not verified. I picked up Hawaii, KOBE, 590 kc/s, on a little 6 tube Philco set the other night without an antenna except for a 4 foot piece of wire. My receiver is an EME 45 9 tube job ahead of which I have a DE-32-A pre-selector. As a stan-ty set have an S-77 Hallicrafters. Antenna which I use on both is a 1001 running NW-SE 50' high. I also have in use a 100 kc/s frequency calibrator. It comes in handy at times. Have done most of my listening on SW BC bands for last year and a half and logged 80 countries and to date have 56 verified. All using my EME 45 and DB22A. Am 16 years old and a senior in high school. It seems that in the winter I listen most of the time on BBC and in summer on SW because SW is not open at night in winter while EBCs are and in summer SW reception is good at night and EBCs?? I would like to hear from any member interested in SW or EBC Eing.


DX listening has been slow and verees are creeping in at a slow pace. WANT verified with a form letter but a note from CE Silas Bell says in part, "It was a pleasure to hear from so many DXers with the help of the NRC." Most reports were interesting and full of information. A card from WHEB also in this week. 11/17 - KOLS & KIVY have changed f/c to 6:15. 11/18 - WPAX (1240) heard on all AM Platter Party and offering 10 lbs of pecans to the listener at greatest distance. OHEB (1230) DX heard with difficulty through heavy QRM, but not needed. WHAY failed to show here on their DX and I wonder if they were on? 11/19 - WGBC (1340) f/c. KTRN, f/c as listed, KOFO on ET, WENW f/c & WTUX 1290 on DX from 3:30, fair signal, but plenty of background noise. Nothing heard of KOMP or KNOC due to very heavy QRM. Receiving condx very unfavorable the 3rd Monday. How about the gang sending out a few cards for requests to be played by stations listed in the DX Calendar? This completes a dull week here.
November 24, 1951

_Hank Ward - 404 North 14th, Ponce City, Oklahoma_

_Musings of the Members_

Well, now that we are getting well into the DX season here is what things stand at this den. Veries in from KULE, Honolulu (thanks to v/s column), WBMA, Montgomery, Ala. Heard and reported are, 11/10, KWED, Seguin, T.x. s/off on 6:00 a.m. 11/12 - WMPA Pacagoula, Miss. ETing on 1590; KVCC, Fort Dodge, Iowa ETing at 1:00 3:30-3:45; KXOR Blythe, Calif. ETing with music and tone on 1560 3:35-3:56; WCOT, Winchester, Tenn. with NRO DX bucking WGAU, Athens, Ga. ETing from 3:30-3:45 then in clear to 3:56 s/off; KGJ, Delano, Calif. ETing on 1010 at 1:30; KGPH, Flagstaff, Ariz. ETing on 1230 heard with difficulty 4:10-4:15 (going to try once again for a verie using a prepared card with initial report on this contact) and then last but by far not least, WOKI! By golly, I think everyone has mentioned him but yours truly and there it is, W0KE heard and reported. The following were also heard 11/12 and appear to be definite second Monday f/c's and several were requesting reports and promising to verify: WNWIA, Grenada, Miss. 1400 2:00-3:30; WNB, West Point 1450, 2:00-2:15; WIAU Laurel 1490 2:00-2:15, WTXL Tupelo, 1490, 2:15-2:30; WDBX Clarksdale 1450 2:30-2:45, ALL Mississippian. All in the clear here with exception of WDAU who bucked WTMV for a few f brief moments. Here is a hot tip for those of you who go for really attractive letterhead veries (and I gather from the bulletins that most of us desire letter veries) Get WOOD, Grand Rapids. They have without a doubt the MOST attractive letterhead going if you go for art work in your items. A bit of info on KUML, Junction, Texas, "Our frequency check broadcasts are usually the second Monday of each month. Our power is only 100 watts with a vertical antenna non-directional. You should have little trouble hearing us though on our frequency check mornings, approximately 4:45 AM (presumably CDT, fellows)." Joe Morgan authored the letter, no title. Here's hoping KGAL does as well this year as WCDT providing of course I rise and shine and twirl the dials. Hi. And s'long for now.

_M/Sgt. Fred Anderson - Post Signal Office - Fort Riley, Kansas_

Well I guess everybody has had shot but me. Nope, haven't seen any yet. Not here anyway, but it got a cold a few mornings. DX fairly good here. So for the past week, no veries in, since last report. Letters out to the following on 11/5-11/15. WAT, 1450, Natchez, Miss. ET: c/f at 2:00. KOTX, 1510, Childress, Texas, f/c at 2:00. WJWZ, 1300, Searcy, Ark. testing at 2:30. KMTY, 1340, Denver, Colo. f/c, lost the time. 11/8 - KJUX, 1370, Butte, Mont. s/off at 1:05 a.m. 11/10 - Two stations for Bob's contest - KTSW, 1400, Emporia, Kans. at 2:30 PM on regular sked, KONW, 650, Omaha at 2:10 PM; KJNN, 1320, Lawrence, Kans., regular sked s/off at 4:45 AM, KVRN, 1100, Lexington, Neb. regular at 10:00 A.M. and contest station KXXX, 790, Colby, Kansas at 4:30 PM, regular. (KWHK Hutchinson, Kans., now on 1260 kc/s.) WNOE, 1050, New Orleans, La. regular at 6:30 PM. KTHS, 1030, Hot Springs, Ark. at 7:00 PM on regular. Who is the Spanish speaking station on 730 kc/s, here at 7:00 PM? R-G signal - is it XEX? KPEF, 690, Lamesa, Texas, regular sked at 9:00 PM, pretty good signal for a 250-watter. Through and over KEPF El Paso. Now for 11/12 - WBOB 1450 West Point, Miss. f/c-tone at 2:00. WIAU 1490 Laurel, Miss. f/c-7T at 2:05. WNB, 1400, Grenada, Miss. f/c-7T and under tone. KMLR 1400, Marshall, Minn., test music at 2:10. KMLR finally in clear 2:15. KVCC, 1400, Fort Dodge, Iowa f/c at 2:35. WOGR, 1450, Clarksdale, Miss. f/c at 2:40. KCMA, 1240, Kilgore, Tex. f/c at 3:15. Ah so! WCOT 1340 Winchester, Tenn. 3:30 copyed solid here except not clear channel. WGAU, Athens first 15 minutes QRMed slightly but WCOT overrode. Next check for Nov. 21. KGPH, 1230, Flagstaff, Ariz. f/c at 4:15, and WPPO, 500, Jacksonville, Fla. regular sked at 4:30 with disc jockey show. Well I don't reckon I'll have any trouble logging stations in Mississippi. Must be in the State's skip or something. Well, until next Monday 73s. Log now stations I verified, 28 heard. Hi. Junior DX'er, that's me. Sure wish I had my old logs and veries, but I guess I can get them back by reverify ing. 73s.

Bob Sanderson - 2073 Waverly Avenue - South Burnaby, B.C.

Not much new DX here lately due to wet weather. 11/4- KWOX (1490) Worland, Wyoming, heard on f/c at 5:45 AM. 11/5 6:30 AM, KTAE (1260) Taylor, Tex. 6:54, KXYZ (1320) heard with good signal. All-nighter CKNW was off making transmitter adjustments. 5;15, KLKI (1340) Twin Falls, Idaho. WEPQ (1570) was weak at 5:30. CHAY in Chilliwack BC has moved to 1270 with 1 kw. from 1530-250 & has been heard here with much better daytime signal. That's all from here for this time. Best of 73 & good DX to all. Reports sent out since my last reports are KWOX KTAE KXYZ KLKI. Veries received for CHML KWBR & KUKI, letters, and a very nice card from KXLA.
"D_X N E W S"
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Dick Cooper - P. O. Box 223 - Kittanning, Pennsylvania

New veries this week include letters from WNCM WUSJ CJDC BKLH WLM WPAC WANT KEBB CKFH KJAM and a typed card from WCMC which promises more information about their new station. The KGB special was almost a blank here with a very high noise level. But member Wagner logged him very well. WHAY had rough going with plenty of static and not too much signal. CJEQ logged briefly on DX as per tip card and then CKEB, 1230, Barrie, Ont. from 3:30 to 4:00 with surprise DX. Harold Wagner and I listened to the specials on 11/18 together and the Kittanning Chapter convened here Saturday evening with Harold and Ethel, Joe and Doris and the kids. Bad transmitter fire at WVAM, 1430, Altoona and some of you probably heard them testing 250-watt interim transmitter 11/16. WAGM will run DX program as scheduled on Dec. 9 from 4 to 6 and then again on Dec. 10 from 5 to 6 for benefit of west coast members and New Zealand members. The "Beard" sent me a poem some weeks ago that we at COOPER TOWERS want to share with the members if Lefty can find room for it, and Carroll, you're welcome back again! Say, Pat, is it true that Lefty counts a station every time they change chief engineers? 11/19, WتوTX DX on DX but too much noise for KNOG and KOPP.

_Ralph Johams - 64 East Hurp. Street (side) Buffalo 3, N. Y._

Edw. J. Oberle and staff proudly present WVY the music station, 1050 kc/s., Professional Insurance Bldg., 135 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville 4, Fla' and to me a nice v/letter and coverage map, folder and cute ad picture, sked: 5:15 a.m. in November and 7:15 in December, off at 5:30 p.m., f/c last Wed. at midnight. "It's sold if it's told over WCBM, P.O. Box 71 Columbia, Tenn. (1540), R.M. McKay, Jr., Pres. v/l, sked: 6:00 a.m. (Sunday 8) - 1:00, f/c 3rd Wed. at 2:30 is a ½ hour tape with band music. CJFW (1240) by R. C. Schuman, Ass't. Mgr., sked now is 6:00 a.m. - Mst., Sunday 10 a.m. -10 p.m., CJ: from lit'd (?) CBC-call-prefixes and NW from surnames of Mr. Rogers and Mr. Wright of CJFW. After Thanksgiving I might get a few more veries, but no prepared cards for me. I've only one, 1946, W토TX-1450 for a triple report and so if they don't answer after f/u then sign my own carbon copy. Lots of stuff and such seems to be BCO lately if one just happens to notice. Well it's a long time off till next season starts again. 11/1 - (LIC:notice) KENO (1460) s/off at 4:30 with Anthem via organ to return at 5:00 a.m. their time. 11/7 had several Pa. stations with Election Returns: 3:30-1:00, WWWE (1300) M/c and 11/14 2:30-2:55 off/c from Woodside. 11/11 - WFMP (1580) Tc/c 2:15-2:32; WHTC/c at end, return at 5:56 a.m.; KJAM nicely M/c with Point Reyes; KSIL (also 1340) clear-strong Tc/c and WBBB into WTSH (5:30 on) s/on 5:46 and then WGC (Pat Reilley station) took over at 5:55 on. WCMC (1230) ET ed through pests pretty well for 100 watts. 11/13 - KLCN (900) h/c 4:00-4:30, nix for KGB special, only WY/c 3:30-3:55; KJAM (1340) Tc/c 3:30-3:55 & WJAI/c Tt had WTX at 1:04 and WHAT at 1:05. 11/14 - WJL (760) 2-4 off and testing; Wkel (590) Tc/c 3:10-3:15 and KTEG ½ hour/c then. 11/15 - Had tears in my eyes with WBBB again at 4:30/c; WEXN (ex: Kittanning call) 1350 strong regular at 5:00-5:30. 11/17 - WNFH (1430) same as WKN; #######. 11/18 - CHLO (GBQ) regular s/off at 12:10 (WPFT 12:05 off) and has "Wherever You Are" and song after news to return at 8:00 and then "The King," 11/19 - WCJQ (1340) c had WBEG/c as QRM; 2:37-2:50 off Tt/c by KMM; 2:57-3:00, WVCQ/c and then WBWB Tt/c to 3:15 when WHAN Tt/d till 3:26 off and WBBB ended 3:30 (mutts to all and no KGB-special) unless it was then faint M/program 4:30-5:00; WFAO Tt/c; WBOY (1240) r/c TT 4:00-4:10, took WTUX special 4:06-4:29/end (did you note he gave 4:29 time at 4:21?) KOFG (1240) C & Tt/c 3:07-3:30 etc., Who is that rat with open carrier for hours on Mondays 1340? On 11/12 WCDT special through WGAU/c; CJEC (850) regular off on 12:03 with 2 anthems to return at 7:00 a.m.; XEX (730) regular/off 1:03 and mentions XEXX, then CGAC off 1:05. WBM (780) 2:59 off regular says tune KEXX next. Tests indicate moon can be used for radio relays, says Bob Gormich's boss (A.A.Collins) so far only 400 mg/s worked. Other studies have shown that reception improves from first quarter to near full moon and again from last quarter to a few days before new moon and if you tune WGM then you're tuned to the stars.

WHAT THE CALL LETTERS MEAN, by GENIE FRANCIS, THANKS TO STAN MORRIS.

| W O M T | World's Only Pikoado, Theatre |
| K L P M | Leland Parker Hotel, Minot |
| W A G M | Wonderful Arcostock, the Garden of Maine |
| K T B S | Tri-State Broadcasting System |
| W L A C | Life And Casualty Insurance |
| W S F A | South's Finest Airport |
| W D E V | Waterbury Delights Every Visitor |
| W C O A | Wonderful City of Advantages (Morris Cadets Of the Air (991)) |
| K A S A | CASA Grande Hotel |
| W J B Y | DownSouthWhere the Jay-Birds Yo-
I was working during the scheduled DX of KHAL but I sent a thank-you card to WPAT for their standby. Hope the DX came in OK for you members who were dialing for it. 11/15 - WTAO (740) Cambridge, Mass., s/on in the clear at 5:30 and good until WGSW s/off at 6:45. 11/16 - KTRU (620) Phoenix, Ariz. M-f/c 3:00-3:15 as per 1950 f/c list, very noisy. 11/17 - 1420 ?? Who was on here from 1:00-2:00 saying it was a test program, asking for DX reports and saying they had received mail from New Zealand, giving time in EST and saying from the 1420 spot on the dial, but I never heard the location or call letters. All I could get was "from the 1420 spot with 1000 watt power and time in EST. I got a 54 minute log with plenty of data for a verie but don't know where to send it to. (Again I guess it's WVOX - Ed.) KHQD (600) El Paso, Texas M-f/c 3:00-3:15, frequency clear, as per 1950 list. WVOX (690) Birmingham, Ala. M-f/c 3:45-4:00 s/off. I've been trying for a verie since August 1950 and another report sent on this ET. KHQD was report #972 for me and my latest verie from WDEL is #778. This is being written on Saturday as I have to leave for work at 5:30 AM Sun, Mon & Tues, then off until Saturday night, 5:30. Hoping to have enough ambition to get up early Monday AM for WJUX KONP & KHQD, but working 12 hours doesn't allow too much time to sit up for DX. So I'll list my veries received for the week and hold until Mon. AM. 11/13 - WMAQ (730) Goldsboro, N.C. letter from new station for ET 10/29 ### "WMAQ is an independent station operating daytime from 730 kHz, 1000 watts non-directional. We will begin program tests Sunday 11/11." 11/13, QSL card from WAPX (1600) Birmingham, Ala. for regular sked and a nice letter from WBGS (710) Miami Fla. for regular sked 1/2/51 without a follow-up. Letter sent air mail and they were sorry for delay, letter got in wrong file. Current operating hours 5:55 AM to 2:00 AM (last season s/off was 3:00) and also letter from WJUX (740) Chester Pa. for July 17 ET without a follow-up. Letter headed, "Answer to report #924." WMMD (750) Baltimore, Md. note on back of my NRO report saying part of my report was correct and part must have been from some other station. CE gave his operating time for Nov. S/on 5:45, s/off 4:45, Dec., s/on 7:15, off 4:45. Jan., 7:30-5:00. 11/15 - CKLB (1240) form letter for NMRB DX 11/4. 11/17, WXEX (520) Burlington, Vt. QSL card for regular sked 11/11. They have been a holdout since 3/21/49. I still have 4 older holdouts WJPY WHEC WOOL WJUC, but I still have hopes if my patience holds out, hi. WDEL (1150) Wilmington, Del. letter for regular sked 11/11. They were also a holdout since 7/27/50, so a couple of oldies in the fold. Sun. PM CQCH (780) was booming in here completely covering WJUX, loud in Providence, very unusual here. At 3:00 AM Mon. only WJUX heard with TT f/c on 1240, then at 3:15 WHAM took over, also TT-f/c and as KNOG was scheduled to be on until 5:00 I left 1340 to try first for KONP but of course WILM was on here so over to 1230 and WJUX (a Wilmington station I needed) came in swell with occasional QRM by a Spanish speaker until 3:40, then frequency appeared to be clear. Going back to 1340 after 4, still could not hear anything that sounded like KNOG. Well at least I got one of the DX specials. 73s.

Hi, I'm very sorry to have received the WHAY, New Britain, Conn. DX info so late. I hope that people who needed him heard the DX. Not much to report in the way of DX this week. 11/12 - EM DX looked promising so I decided to twist the dials for a look-see. At 4:28 PM I got WPTA, 900C, for a new one; WPTT, 730, 4:45, CKLO 1070 on top of CBA and WJEX 5406, WXLO 1080 heard in background at 5:30 and finally WTAG 660 7:45 with heavy QRM. 11/13 - No luck on KGAL. The "S" meter showed that there was a weak carrier on there and I thought it might be KGAL, but it turned out to be WJUX on 1340. Sent thank-you card to WPAT anyway. On 11/15 got the rig all fired up and ready to go when the NC-33 blew a tube. This incident gave me ulcers because tubes are hard to get for the NC-33 and also I didn't want to miss the KFAR DX coming up. I've never heard an Alaskan. The next day I had all tubes tested and found that the heater of the 12S67 had burned out. To my surprise the radio man had one which cost $2.50. I bought it and immediately went home and put it in the set together with the rest of them and I was ready for DX again. 11/16 - Heard the WHAY DX 3:00-3:30, good signal but lots of QSB. Pleased to hear CQIX 1300 for a new one thanks to tip card. He was in a lot of QRM but was getting through in fine style. Heard someone on 640 at 3:30 with tone. Who? Also heard WERL, 620, on ET at 4:32. Reports out to WQDT and WBEH. Remember to support your CPC. 73s and best of DX.

DON'T FORGET THAT IMPORTANT ITEM TO YOUR EDITOR. BE SURE TO DOUBLE-SPACE YOUR REPORTS.
Just a line or two to let you know I'm still DXing a little before I hit the hay early. I'm going to try to get up for KNOG WTUX KOMP and anything that might want to sneak into the DX dan. I just got through fixing up my f/c lists putting the big check marks beside the stations in Bob Gorsuch's list. Possibilities for the third Monday are KSVG KORE KXNU KIHZ and KOSF. Eight stations should be enough of a check list for one morning. Starting tomorrow we go to work a 1/2 hour earlier. I wonder what that will do to DXing. I did get some DXing done. I got cards from WNOK & WLAK and letters from WAVL WREL WRAV WAPA WOGU WATO WAYS KBRN KJJO CJIC WRGB WANG. The latter was the only special I didn't miss and then I almost slept through it. (I only got the last 5 minutes). I verified WTPR WHNL and WJWA for the Collins contest and sent reports out to WLET KJUL WALT & WPTC from Bob's list. Here are a few tips on stations: WTIP, 1500, s/on 5:30 a.m., 10/1, WLET, 1420, Toccoa, Ga. s/on 5:59 a.m., 10/1, WREAM, 1380, s/on 6:03 a.m., 10/2, KCIJ, 980, regular sked, 6:27 a.m., 10/14, WALT, 1590, on f/c 10/29 as advertised, WPTC, 1370, on f/c 6:10-6:25 11/12. All the above stations are on Bob's list. Maybe this'll help stir up some interest in a really well contest. Anyone should be able to log quite a few of the stations. I'll go on record saying that no one will get over 100 points. About a half of the stations in the list would be easy to hear here if you had the time. Figuring about 70% verifications that would make a score of 50 to 55. When you get beyond that you are really DXing. Well, that about sums up my past 6 weeks of DXing. If I wake up I tune about an hour and usually log one or two new ones at each session. (As new verifies this season) I sure wish I was working the schedule I did back in the 1940-1941 season. Then I worked 4 PM to 1 AM shift and DX the rest of the night.

Bernie Duffy - 54 Lander Ave. - Staten Island 14, N.Y.

 Acting on 3 more of Lefty's appreciated telephoned tips I added WMCG 1330, WMAM 570, and WEFC 980, bringing my heard log to 1998. Only recent verifies is WANT. My DXing had the following results: 11/12 - WMCG Wildwood, N.J. ETing at 1:15- only on par with WTH and WNOR. WCDT's DX at 3:37 weak and marred by louder WGAU. 11/13 WPAL, 730, at 2:50 a.m., WHIN 1010 testing and offering verifies at 2:40, WDII, 1300, doing the same at 2:45, WPAT heard s/off for KGAL's DXcast at 3:10, but I couldn't hear the latter at 3:30-4:00. CJIC, 920, came in well though at 3:05. We should all thank WPAT for "shutting down." 11/14 - WPBB, 910, on at 3:19. WMAM testing with 250 w. using cycle tone at 4:03. WPDY's daily s/on program heard well at 4:05 asking reports and reading new member David Dary's letter. WEFH heard with their daily s/on at 5:30. 11/15 - WSSR 1490 atop the all-nighters at 2:20, WVOS 1240 testing at 2:30 and the new WPNR, 1390, ETing at 2:45, WVAM 1430 ended test at 2:49. 11/16 - Some U.S. station behind the Mexican on 990 at 3:30 PM. Maybe KTRM. HJUZ 710 fairly loud at 2:50 and CJIC's DX for the NNRG atop others on 1330 at 3:20-3:30.

Don Kaskey - 928 South 25 Street - Omaha, Nebraska

DX this week has been small but still something reported. On Nov. 12 WCDT, 1340, Winchester, Tenn. tough through static and WGAU-UT but good last 15 minutes. Nov. 14, WMET, 1240, Florence, Ala. s/off f/c at 4:47 and WAYS, 610, Charlotte, N.C. making phone calls at 5:22. On Nov. 15. WISP, 950, Charlotte, N.C. one call, test at 2:02. Hope enough for verify. Nov. 17 - Thanks to a tip from Len I logged KUVK, 710, Edinburg, Texas on f/c 2:00-2:15 TT very loud here. Been after them for quite a while without success. On Nov. 19. WTUX very weak on DX but 2 songs copied. Static very heavy on 11/19. No KOMP although KORE and KAWF heard through 4:00-4:15. KFRL surprised me on 1230 from 4:00-4:30 but heard no KVAS at 4:30. KFBA on for Community Chest on Nov. 17. Also reported KLOO on 930 from 1:15-3:00 s/off on Nov. 19. Verifies from WACB, Weycor, Ga., WFLK, Memphis, Tenn. and WCBI, Columbus, Miss. To Ken Murphy, what is your phone number? Mine is Jackson 6071. Let's get together some time soon. Like the DXes such as WELC KJWV etc. Also WATG and WAGB. WTUX was #2 in Delaware for me and I was sure glad to hear them, but KNOG wasn't heard. Hope to get some southern DXes from Texas, Oklahoma, etc. instead of westerners as my radio won't pick them up. So long for now.

We certainly would appreciate it of some of you lads whose reports run more than half a page would try to keep within that space. Ed has been forced to keep typing stencils past the midnight hour on Wednesdays often, and, well - he feels a bit weary the next day at work. Don't leave out any DX info, but if you can, please try to be just a little more concise. Thanks a lot.
Almost nothing to report this week but here goes anyway. On the DX tests I did manage to hear a little of KGAL's test, although the B-8 carrier or WKY didn't help them any. Was heard fairly well between 3:30 and 3:45, and think he stayed on longer because I'm sure I heard his call mixed with WPAT at 4:15. WPAT is not strong here, usually hard to read. The only other new station this time is CKBB, heard DXing at 3:45 this morning, 11/18, rather weak and not easy to read through WETH-WNOR. Before CKBB, heard CJBQ, also DXing. Latter is 'local' here on 1230 but never heard CKBB before though he is nearer here than anyone else on 1230 who I've not heard yet. Also heard Canadian, either CHAB or CJAD sign off 800 back of CKIL at 3:30. Don't read either one. Sure welcomed KGAL and CKBB, testers seem scarce to me. I note I missed a few I really wanted badly, WHIL and WHAM, the latter the oldest station in U.S.A. that I still have to hear. No veries this week except a nice letter from WANT on their DX test. No luck with 1340 on Monday either, WCDT was swell, but like KNOC will be, old stuff long since heard several times. KSIL was usually good on f/c.73

This past week has added verifications from the following stations — letters from WFGM WPBC WHL CKII DX KGCO WPAB DX, and a prepared card from WKY. Station WHIL replaced the "verified" notation on my reception report with a nice letter verie on their letterhead. As for loggings the past few days, there were three added on 11/13 namely WPUL 1270 Fulton, Ky. on a f/c 2:40-2:45 a.m., then the regular 2nd Tuesday f/c-TT from WHL 1230 Macon, Ga. 3:15-3:30 a.m., and the best of the three was the logging of the hour-long DX show for the NRC by KGAL 930 in Lebanon, Oregon. Our sincere thanks to WPAT for standing by. Of course you have sent these fine folks a "thank you card." It was on 11/14 that I logged two additional stations, both with f/c's, following each other on the same frequency. Station WMOH 1450 Hamilton, Ohio 1:00-1:15 a.m. using TT, and then 1:15-1:30, WPAB 1450 Parkersburg, W. Va. also on its regular f/c-TT. Then the new WPAT 1370 Pottstown, Pa. was logged on 11/16 using tone for its f/c 4:45-5:00 a.m., in the clear. On 11/18 I listened to all-night program from WPAX 1240 Thomasville, Ga., behind WBDC for a new addition, and on the same morning added from 8:00-8:30 a.m. Station WCOL 1580 Centreville, Miss., with its regular schedule programs, a 250 watt er being heard slightly over 800 miles is quite remarkable!

on 5.00-5.15 a.m. using TT, and then 5:15-5:30, WPAB 1450 Parkersburg, W. Va. also on its regular f/c-TT. Then the new WPAT 1370 Pottstown, Pa. was logged on 11/16 using tone for its f/c 4:45-5:00 a.m., in the clear. On 11/18 I listened to all-night program from WPAX 1240 Thomasville, Ga., behind WBDC for a new addition, and on the same morning added from 8:00-8:30 a.m. Station WCOL 1580 Centreville, Miss., with its regular schedule programs, a 250 watt er being heard slightly over 800 miles is quite remarkable!

Mort Maehan — V. A. Hospital — Livermore, California (Broadcasting Magazine, 11/6/51 issue) "Ernest H. Scott, founder of E.H. Scott Labs., Chicago, and a pioneer in custom-built radio sets manufacture, died in Vancouver, B.C. Oct. 27. He made his home there the last two years. (paragraph) Mr. Scott sold his interest in the firm in 1944 after manufacturing custom radio sets since 1923. He was born in Australia and served three years with the Australian Army in France during World War I. During World War II he helped sponsor the Anzac Hospitality Center for servicemen in Chicago." This news item should be of interest to the boys who DXed back in the '30s as we all looked up to the Scott as the tips in DX radios, although beyond most our means. This was before we all had communications sets. Of interest also is the fact that Scott left the firm in '44 as he stressed DX in all his sets. (Thanks for this item, Mort — quite a few of us still use his tremendous sets, and all who do will feel a personal loss, I'm sure. Best to you, fellow! — Ed.)

Lefty Cooper — 439 East 21 Street — Brooklyn 25, N. Y.

Veries are good here! I received WWST on a follow-up, plus letters from WHL WPAB WHAM WGSX WANT and a card from WCMO, latter 5 all received on Monday. DX here WPAB gave NRC and KGAL (and me) a swell plug when they came back on at 4, and my thanks to them. They gave up sponsored time, too, rearranging their spot announcements that morning. But alas, KGAL not heard here — not even WKY. Nil on DXes from KOMP and KNOC, and did not know of WHAY and CKBB. WPAB fine here, for they aren't very far. Interesting and different type of show, too. Only one other new one and that seems to be a "Cooper Exclusive" WPAT 1580 Patchogue, Long Island, testing on Sunday AM with carrier and TT. As I type now, with still Page 1 and special page to go, it is 12:27 a.m. and I am logging a foreigner on 1395, which I think is Graz, Austria. It is tough, of course. I wish I were finished so I could turn around, but some of the boys seem to have been a bit lengthy this week, hi.

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE OF "DX NEWS"

930 W I S T Charlotte, North Carolina 1270 C H W K Chilwack, BC, from 1230.
1260 K W H K Hutchinson, from 1190. 1580 WPAC Patchogue, L.I., N. Y.
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO ALL-NIGHTER LIST BY JIM CRITCHETT

850 KMJ - Not off until 4:00 Monday.
810 K F R C - Off daily, 3:00.
640 K FI - All-nighter, silent Monday.
680 KNBC - All-nighter, silent time?
690 KULX S/off daily 5:00.
790 KECA S/off daily 3:00.
970 KBIS S/off 3:00, not all-night.
980 KNEB S/off 3:30.
1110 K FAB Silent Monday to 6:00.
1140 CKXL No longer all-nighter.
1150 K RKD Silent Mondays only.

Jim also lists some info on new stations.

740 KACE Dallas, Texas. Being opposed by KBGO. In Federal Courts.
860 K FST Fort Stockton, Texas. Set for hearing with possible revocation of CP.
950 KUMO Set for hearing 9/27 on extension of competition date.
1230 W*** Wausau, Wisconsin. Proposed only, not final grant.
1230 K V NJ Fargo, North Dakota. Delayed 10/10/51, no reason given.
W*** Fort Myers, Florida. Proposed grant stayed & set for hearing.
1430 W*** Foster City, Ohio. Proposed only.
W*** Ionica, Michigan. Proposed only.
1450 K *** Escondido, Calif. Proposed only, set for re-hearing 10/29/51.
K *** I nglewood, Calif. Same as above.
* Editor's Note: All new stations we list are taken from the F.C.C. releases, which do not list proposed grants - only final grants. Above info was taken from various issues of "Broadcasting" magazine. Our calls assigned are taken from this magazine, and the ownership of the stations also.

1570 Pratt, Kansas 250 D-1 1400 Reedsburg, Wisconsin 250 U-1

Pratt, Kansas 250 D-1 1400 Reedsburg, Wisconsin 250 U-1

Pete Jacobson - 5217 South Portland Avenue - Minneapolis Minn.

Things have picked up a little this week but it still has a long way to go. The band is still rather noisy with BCIS from S-4 to S-7. This should improve in a little while if it is ever going to. As if Minneapolis needs another radio station, but it looks like we are going to get it anyway. WTHC on 760 kc/s. 100 watts full time. They are not going to have any antenna. They feed power directly into the voltage, something new and different, don't you think? More details when they are available. Now for letter varies. KNK, Beaumont, Tex., 1450-250-MN, report for 3/12. Address Enterprise & Journal Station, Beaumont's Radio Center, 3130 Blanchette Street, Beaumont, Texas. "Our AM transmitter is an RCA 250-L, Antenna is series-fed with height of 400'. We are now located in our new 17-room brick building at 3130 Blanchette; that being the reason we are a little delayed in answering your report." I always say better late than never. WDBB Chattanooga, Tenn., 1490-250-LBS, report of 3/14. 5:00-Mid. Raytheon transmitter 360' tower, ground radials, some extended into Tennessee River. 539 Vine Street. Long long awaited WMCR Cedar Rapids, Iowa 1450-250-LBS 7:30-1:00 a.m., report of 11/11. 211 First Street SW. KIMR, Lamar, Co. 1340-250LBS, report of 12/6 and another for 7/31, after 3 times on follow-ups. Equipment is exclusively GE throughout. Southest Colorado Broadcasting Co. The excuse used for delay is so many changes in the engineering staff. WASH Mattoon, Ill. 1170-250-MN.

My report got lost and the excuse is that they are a daytime station and do not get many DX reports. Report for 2/7 on 2nd try. Mattoon Broadcasting Co., 16322 Broadway. They sent a WDBB blotter which was very much appreciated but it will never be used as I want to keep it in good condition. WONS, Murphysboro, Tenn., 1450-250-LBS, report of 11/7 on second time out. They use an RCA transmitter, and tower is 320' overall. Ebrod Bldg. KANE, New Iberia, La. 1240-250-MN report of 11/8. KANE is using a Collins 300-G transmitter and has proven to be a very satisfactory piece of equipment. KFAB, 1110-50000-DBS on second follow-up of 11/9. CKLE, Oshawa, Ont. 1240-250-MN. This was a DX report for WNEG of 11/4. Operate normally 5:58-1:07 Mon Sat and Sunday 7:58-12:07. Uses single vertical antenna 152' steel re-enforced wood tower providing omni-directional radiation, with excellent ground due to very moist ground. Transmitter is RCA.
Edited by Fred VanVoorhees, Box 132, Lemoynne, Penna. Deadline Wed PM.

Congratulations and thanks to all of you who remembered to send reports to Honesdale. Don't do it any more now. We have one really good item for all of you this week coming from EC-CC-FV. That is that from Midnight until 5 AM Sunday mornings WOR is silent on 710 Kcs., and HJCEZ in Bogota, Colombia, "La VOZ de Colombia" is really rolling in. He was a strong S-8 on 11/18 here and easy to copy; so go to it.

A little from Mexico this week. EC has reported to XEMG (1590) an all-nighter who has been known to verify. BS reports excellent reception of XESM (1470) another all-nighter, and one which will QSL. BS also heard XEQR (1030) under WE at 11:30 PM 11/10 with fair signal.

Slogan "Radio Continental".

PUERTO RICO is represented this week by WIPR in San Juan who has recently verified for RA. HH also reports WKVM (1070) in Arecibo on top of the frequency evenings often.

As usual we have many items from CUBA. FV has reported to CMHQ (640) and CMBC (690) both with S-9 plus signals, CMHQ signing off at 12:30 AM and CMBC at 12:45 AM. BS reports CMBC, "Radio Salas", under WCCO (830) rather weak at 2 AM. He's an all-nighter. HH reports CMHW (810) Santa Clara good 8:04-8:32 PM 11/16 and often good; CMHX (1485) off frequency and good 12:20-1:02 AM 11/15; CMBD (1520) Havana, very hard to log and identify as there is another Spanish speaker (Maybe CMKT) on the freq. They took turns coming in on 11/18. CMJQ (1580) Nuevitas comes through in the early evenings.

Over in Central America, RG reports COSTA RICA with a verie from TIW and reception from TIPE (995). RG also comments that he has sent a report to YSEB in EL SALVADOR. Still no report of a verie from him.

Switching to Europe, HH reports Radio Monte Carlo (1466) 1 AM and later on 11/18, but the only TA heard. EC adds that he has received French on 1578-1443-1493 and BBC on 1295 on 11/11, but all faded out as soon as they started at 1:30 AM. On 11/12 he had the Dutch stations on 1594 Kcs with classical piano music and a lady announcer. They signed off at 1:30 AM definitely. Not too much, but at least we continue to have European reception.

BS continues to be our only TP contributor and he has done well in JAPAN with AFRS Tokyo (770) on 11/11 S-6-7 5:40-6:30 AM slight QRM from 3L0 in Melbourne. He also had AFRS Sendai (1430) at 6 AM but a much weaker signal.

In AUSTRALIA in addition to 3L0 mentioned above, BS also reports 4QR (590) Brisbane, Qld., on 11/11 good at 7:10 AM. He heard one on 11/9 on 1300 at 6:30 AM very weak but signing off at 6 with the comment that they had 2000 watts. He feels that it was positively 2TM in Tamworth, NSW, according to logs he has.

BS asks about Spanish speakers on 1410 and 1420 Kcs. heard signing on at 7 AM. Who knows who they are? Remember Bob is in British Columbia. CC thought he had a Polish speaker on 690 11/18 4:31-4:43 AM. Anyone have any ideas on this one?

I would like to acknowledge contest entries from Bob Spencer, Bob Gorsuch, Ernest Cooper, and Roger Anderson. Reporters for this week are; BS-Bob Sanderson, 2073 Waverley Ave., South Burnaby, B. C.; EC-Ernest R. Cooper, 438 East 21 Street, Brooklyn 26, N. Y.; HH-Hank Holbrook, 6504 Chestnut St., Chevy Chase 15, Md.; RA-Roger Anderson, 835 South Greenbrier Street, Arlington 4, Virginia; CC-C. B. Conley, Lemoyne, Penna.; RG-Bob Gorsuch, 2509 D. Ave. NE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; and FY-Your Editor listening from Camp Hill, Penna. Many thanks, you are all keeping this a really swell column. Don't forget the dates for HROW and "Radio Trinidad" which were listed last week. "Radio Trinidad" Nov. 30, Dec. 1 & 3 on 1295 Kcs. from Midnight-2:35 AM. Listen for cricket matches. I hope you all received KFAR on his special dedication Sunday morning. I'll be trying, but an thankful I already have my QSL.
SEND ALL ITEMS IN E.S.T. TO RAY EDGE-325 SHIRLEY AVE-BUFFALO 15, N.Y.

570 WBAP Fort Worth, Texas might s/on at 0500, hrd 0521 on 11/18. (Jim)
980 KCIJ Shreveport, La a CONTEST sta s/on at 0500. (Joe Snack-Ponca City)
1220 KOFO Ottawa, Kan E/T-T 2nd MON 0300-0308 hrd. (Rosenbaum-W Va.)
1240 WNHC Whiteville N C F/C-TT 3rd MON 0315-0330. (Rosenbaum) 3rd MON
WDAG LeGrange, Ga F/C 3rd MON 0440-0450 (Knack)
1260 WMAU Greenville S C S/on SUN 0630 (Jim Critchett-San Diego, Cal)
WPIT East Point, Ga S/on SUN 0600, stronger than WMAU (Crichtett)
1340 WCWC Selma, Ala F/C-TT 3rd MON 0245-0300 (Rosenbaum)
WBRW Welch W Va F/C-TT 3rd MON 0300-0315 (Rosenbaum)
KMOR Napa, Cal. Hrd ET or F/C-M 0430-0500 on 11/19. Cant find this call listed. Any info ???? (Rosenbaum)
KVKM Monahans, Tex hrd S/on 0649 SUN 11/11 (Crichtett)
1400 WIEL Elizabethtown Ky F/C 3rd MON 0355-0405 (Knack) (Crichtett)
1540 WSMI Kittanning, Pa. Additional DX am irT' (Crichtett)
1590 WTVB Litchfield Ill hrd on F/C 11/3 from 0615-0630, maybe 1st SAT
WTCW South St Paul, Minn hrd S/on 0600 on 11/12 (Crichtett)

Well boys thats it, everything in here that arrived in WED mail.
No mail Thursday this week. Looks might slim as compared with last week.
Hope you lads did not take offence to my remarks in last issue, they were
not intended that way, my remarks were made to try to get this the best
and hottest tip sheet in the country and will your cooperation it can
be easily done, so come on boys lets have those tips that really mean
a lot to our members. Just one thing, Ix wonder if you lads would so
kind as to list your type this way Kcs-Call City and then the info. In
that way it makes it easier at this end, no looking up of locations.

If and of you were DXing the morning of Nov 17th and ran across a
lot of non-identifiers maybe this will explain. I was DXing but thought
it was the 16th, maybe I'm wrong as I DXed both AMs. Anyway here it is.
Some 400 radio stations in 18 northeastern states co-operated in
todays exercise, conducted during hours when they normally would be off
the air. The test, known as a "synchronous sequential method of radio
transmission" called for radio outlets to pass the same entertainment
program from station to station without a break in continuity, thereby
creating confusion among "enemy" navigators attempting to use a broad-
casting station to steer by. The STATIONS TAKING PART DID NOT IDENTIFY
THEMSELVES, end of item in local paper dated Nov 17th.
At this location I happened across a strong signal, R-9 plus on
640 kcs. It wasnt KFI because they could be heard in the background but
every once in a while a loud noise would appear and this loud signal
would drop to an R-1 and right back up. It transmitted programs for the
sale of US Defence bonds, each a quarter hour in duration, at the 1/4
hour only a short pause would appear then a different program, at the 1/2
hour all I could get was "Testing jointly for the FCC and U.S. Air Force
then another program of music. This was between 0400-0500. The last
1/2 hour was a repetition of the first half hours programs. It seemed
too strong for WHK in Cleveland and am wondering who it was, maybe
CBN on St Johns Nfld with their 10 Kw? / Thats all, boys, how about a
better showing next issue.

** ** ** ** ** **

Nov 26 1340 KPST Preston, Ida. Info today time will be 2:30-5:00
Dec 9 750 KSEQ Durant, Okla. Curtis Parish, CE NRC 4-5 AM EST
Dec 10 1330 CBH Halifax, N S. S R. Kennedy, Sta. Mgr. 4:30-5 AM EST
Dec 10 1380 WACB Kittanning, Pa. Additional DX 5-6 AM EST
Dec 15 1370 KFRO Longview, Tex. Jan R. Curtis, Pres. 4:30-5 AM EST
Dec 19 730 KULE Ephrata, Wash. Elwood A Eby, CE. 3:01-5:00 AM EST

These items may be on the front page also, front page not here yet so
I can not check.

1570 XERF Villa Acuna, Mex. 8/off 8:08 AM EST 11/15, return 5:50 PM